ABSTRACT

The aim of study are to know the role of extension agent in executing its duty 2. To know the relation extension agent of agriculture between with the storey; level participate the member in activity of farmer group in Subdistrict of Getasan Semarang Regency 3. To know extension agent competency relation between with the storey; level participate the member in activity of farmer group [in] subdistrict of Getasan Semarang. The total sample of this research used by 30 person. The sample taken by survey method and analyzed by tabulation and correlation.

Extension agent Role commisioned agriculture in subdistrict Getasan Fourty (40) % member of farmer group express the role of extension agent and 57% member of farmer group showed high while 3 % showing low extension agent role. Performance of Agriculture Counselling in its duty execution equal to 57,7 (categorize the medium) or Extension agent assessed to [by] lower equal to 30 %, medium [of] equal to 43 % and high equal to 23 %. Extension agent which its performance very high only 3 %. Its participation member in activity of group of mean farmer participate the member in activity farmer group show the participation of 3,3 %, 30 medium, 53,3 % and 13,3 % very high performance. The relation of extension agent role with the performance of extension agent show the positive relation direction equal to (rs=0,520**) and assess the sig (2-tailed) equal to 0,003 P < 0,01. The relation of Role of extension agent and participation of member of farmer group in farmer group show the relation which are positive although this relation were inclusive of category equal to (rs=0,489**) but this [relation/link] [is] very significant with the value sig (2-tailed) equal to 0,00 P < 0,01.
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